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The VerMap application compares files version information by comparing binary content, size and date. Its unique feature is the visual comparison of the two folders based on any criteria. The analysis is done comparing the differences between versions of files. If you copy
one of the folders in another folder all files from that folder will be added to the target folder. It provides an easy way to compare files.  Comparing files: As soon as VerMap is opened you will see a list of files in the current folder with the format: File name in the current
folder File version Binary size File date Notes: 1. By the way. Windows versions 1.0 - 9.0 as well as the 95 and 98 versions have a binary size of 1 in comparison with files of WinXP and Windows 2000 versions. 2. Versions of Windows on the WinXP and 2000 versions are
hardcoded. 3. To use the VerMap utility you need to extract the binary content of the file with the File or the Filename parameter. 4. If you set the automatic offset start to 0, then files starting from zero are included. 5. If you set the automatic offset start to 1, then files
starting from 1 are included. 6. Version information for files is only listed for version information on files with internal resource. You can select which versions will be displayed. There are 3 options: - Automatically chosen - All files - Only those files containing version
information Version information: 1. Windows 1.0 - 9.0 and 95 and 98 versions: File version: no version info Binary size: 1 File date: 1/1/1601 or 1/1/1601 00:00 Notes: 1. Windows versions 1.0 - 9.0 and 95 and 98 have a binary size of 1 in comparison with the files of WinXP
and Windows 2000 versions. 2. Versions of Windows on the WinXP and 2000 versions are hardcoded. 3. To use the VerMap utility you need to extract the binary content of the file with the File or the Filename parameter. 4. If you set the automatic offset start to 0, then files
starting from zero are included. 5. If you set the automatic offset start to 1, then files starting from 1 are included. 6. Version information for files is only listed for version information on files with internal resource. How
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- AVRO (AVRO schema): * Opens AVRO file and displays the dictionary of the file * Displays the dictionary of the file * Displays attributes of the file * Displays attributes of the file * Displays the content of the file * Resizes file to a specified size * Opens file in an editable
read-only text format * Adds metadata to file * Writes JSON metadata to file * Appends metadata to file * Gets attribute of an object (meta-data) * Get content of file * Writes content of file * Writes string list into file * Writes string list into file * Writes string list into file *
Truncate file to specified size * Rename file * Duplicates file * Makes file visible/invisible * Makes file hidden * Writes value to an attribute * Adds attribute to object * Adds attribute to object * Finds all objects 2edc1e01e8
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-------------------- The VerMap application allows you to compare files on two paths and display the differences in a report. To perform a comparison, right-click the folder containing the files to be compared and select "Compare two directories" The size comparison is
performed automatically for the selected folders, and the results are displayed in a report. To select the items you want to be displayed in the report, you can right-click the report and select "Filter report". To compare the files, select two folders, set the filtering options
and press "Compare files". The list of files in the report can be filtered by any criteria, e.g. you can limit the list of files in the report to contain only certain types of files or to display the names of the files and their sizes. The files can also be sorted by any criteria. The size
is calculated automatically. You can also select the files to be displayed and click the "Copy selected files" button to copy them to a different location. If you want to compare files that were copied from another directory, you should first copy these files to another location.
The files that are displayed in the report can also be copied to the target directory by clicking the "Copy selected files" button in the report. You can select from the report the files that were copied to the target directory to display them in a dialog box. If the files that you
have selected in the report have been moved to the target directory, you can select them and then press the "Copy selected files" button to copy them. You can also select only the files in the target directory and display their sizes in a report. You can easily switch between
two directories, select the files to be displayed in the report, display the differences between them and copy them to another location. You can also see the differences in the size of the files on both paths. You can synchronize the files in two folders by copying the file by file
from the source folder to the target folder. You can also synchronize the files and select the filtering options for the files to synchronize. You can select from the report the files that were copied to the target directory. You can copy them and synchronize the files in a new
directory. You can add comments to the file names that were selected in the report. You can select from the report the files that were copied to the target directory. The VerMap application can also create a backup of the files
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What's New In VerMap?

  The VerMap application was designed to be an intuitive file management utility that compares the version of the files (filtered, if needed) on two directory paths, and displays a list highlighting the differences. The method of comparison is found on the assumption that the
file having latest version contains the latest data. Once the comparison has been performed the list can be filtered. The files are then synchronised by copying the file by file from source path to the target to ensure that the most up-to-date copy of the files exists in both
paths. For instance, you can use this to achieve the most updated and consistent modification of your Windows operation system.  Note: Only files having internal version resource can be compared! As known, Windows supports version information for such file types as
EXE, DLL, OCX, TLB, OLB, TTF, FON and some others. VerMap does not compare version of files without such version resource, e.g. text files (TXT), Winword documents (DOC, RTF), image files (BMP, GIF, JPG), wave sounds (*.WAV) and many other formats. In order to
compare files in two folders based on size, date and binary difference you should use some other application. You can use this software royalty-free for private (non-commercial) purposes. License:    The application is distributed for free without any restrictions and without
charging any royalty. Use it for private, non-commercial purposes. You may not distribute it for commercial purposes, nor charge for it or limit the license.   The source code may be released (public domain) under GNU GPL version 3.0 or later under any OS.   You must be
able to provide a receipt for any purchased VerMap version. VerMap will not be returned and the purchase will not be refunded. Tutorials:                                                                           
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.4.8 or later, Intel-based Macs. Hardware: 1 GHz processor or faster; 256 MB RAM (1 GB recommended). 4 GB free disk space. 15 MB free hard disk space. 32 MB graphics card. DirectX 9.0 compatible video card. Internet: Broadband connection. Dual-layer
DVD drive and supporting DVD-5/CD-ROM drive. MIDI-compatible keyboard
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